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ABSTRACT 

A theoretical analysis is given of transmission, 
reflection,and scatter of polarization modulated radio 
waves.   Practical implications for communications and 
surveillance are discussed. 
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RADIO POLARIZATION MODULATION 

mTRODUCTION 

In accordance with Radio Engineering terminology polarization is defined 
as the angle between .the electrical field vector and a reference plane such 
as for e~le the earth's surface. Radio Polarization Modulation refers 
to a ae:mo.;.phore type signal transmission mode where information is conveyed 
by variation of this polarization angle relative to a reference system 
(Refs. 1 and 2). This syntem can be defined directly in terms of the geo
metrical relations and symmetries of the transmitter and receiver antenna 
~onfiguration or indirectly in relation to their respective envirorunents. 

These reference systems need not be static, instead they could be 
dynamic; but in the dynamic case and for communications, their changes in 
time and space must be made lmown to transmitter and receiver. Transmission 
of both user and or system reference change information via the polarization 
modulation signal mode is constrained in pr1nciple by phenomena intrinsic 
to the generation of oscillatory rotating electromagnetic fields and by 
the dyrdUaic range and. frequency bandwidth of transmitter and receiver. 
Practical limitations for communications via the polarization modulated 
radio signals arise from their great sensitivity to pertubation by tropo
spheric and ionospheric propagation phenomena (Ref. 2).. Similarly variable 
ground reflectivity and scatter from man made objects do more harm to the 
polarization modulation mode than to ~ other transmission mode. 

In fact the subsequent theoretical discussion was motivated b7 the 
need to find an explanation for the observed Llfluence of automobile 
traffic density on the Garden State Parkway on the distortion of polari
zation modulated VHF radio signals which were transmitted via line of 
sight from Fort MOnmouth to Middletown, New Jersey. 

DISCUSSION 

. I. The Ideal Fr~e Space Case 

Confo~dng to the practical experimental implementation of the xmtr 
antenna, the crossed electrical dipole moments M and N shown in Figure 1 
are used as theoretical transmitter JOOdel. In the !.deal regular polari
zation modulation case the transmitter antenna is operated in such a way 
that the momenta M and N have equal ma.gni tude A and are 90 degrees out of 
phase with respect to their radio carrier frequency currents, and in phase 
with respect to the phase modul ation of these RF currents. 

This phase modulation is expressed here by the functionlJ(t). Using 
the coordinate and base vector notation of Figure 1 

1 
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th« electrical field equttlona assvw the following format (from «pp. A 
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-·· 
where: ~/r) 

(l) 

In this equation one recogniz~s the appearance of the phase modUlation 
function 1' in the B.llpli tude terms. The superscript dot denotes 
differentiation with respect to local time t of np as function of retarded 
time L ; w s•ks c denotes the steady state carrier frequency in radians 
per unit +.'lll!e, ks the P.ro_pagation factor and c speed of light. The physical 
meaning of~ and of ~ becomes ~svident by consideriug for example 

I..Vs ~a. 

(2) 

where l.tJ p is the polarization modulation frequency; A! and bJ\ denote 
respectively the ma.xi:rnwn phase and frequency deviation. It follows that the 

~ J 1112 
~*~ax = t.JJ 

(3) 

constitutes the FM modulation index and 

.LfJ2 --. 
(4) 

the produc;:. of this FM modulation index with the ratio of modulation to RF 
carrier fr~uency. The numerical values involved are very small in practice. 

For example forff' • ';!J. = 10 kHz Af.: ~ = 100 kHz and t : Ws = 100 MHz 
• ~~~ •. ~TT ~ ~1T 

t~e values o~ / ~~,:pd / ~,.l are respectively lo-3 and lo-7. Though 
~/w$ and ~/w,~ are in pra tice very small compared to one their appear

ance in the amputude terms of the electrical field in Equation 1 shows 
that polarization mochll.a:cion is accompanied by a small amplitude modulation. 
The geodesic features of the polarizat!on modulated radiation field Ep are 
seen by writini the tr~nsverse field (M and 0 components) as a superposition 
of two fields !!ipl and Ep2 as follows: 

-/1'7 .. It/·1 lY(~· /' l) 

~-
r' ' 

(5) 
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An obeerver located off fro» the i Bymmeter axes viewing the tranamltter 
antenna under an angle JU   would see the t field veotor trace an eHipae 
with an eccentrioity of ein ä • This is illustrated tj the nozvaliaed 

Iw/Ip^  and lp /Bp« vector diagrams in Figures 2a, 2b. 

''/?. 
Dtogran 

1&     k 
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Referring to Equation (6*) and the previously mentioned values for    one 
can assume that contributions by Bp2 to the total field are negligibly small 
In practice. The observed radiation field E- Is therefore described by Ep,. 
using the numerical example the amplitude modulation of IL is found via 

with 



i.e. negligibly small in this case. 

Carrier Suppressed Polarization Modulation 

The steady state rotation of the electrical field vector at the 
carrier frequency 8 is purely redundant and can be suppressed. The 
corresponding mathematical expressions are obtained by replacing  with 
in Equation 1 to yield E and by forming: ^(E ♦ E). The resultant carrier 
suppressed 1 (CS) polarisation modulated field is described belowt 

färf 
cots Si*t 

£t*t 
co^y 

(7) 

/"^ 

fi Stfify 
2.      * 

4,* OJJ 

2^ 
0 

m ~2^ ■mi-A 
• • 

A* 

frtrtS' WMr 2 t 
tot 

#* (jj-fa + ^f 

The l's'field is generated in practice by aaplitude modulation of the RF 
carrier such that there it) a 90 degree phase difference between the audio 
modulation radiated on respectively the N and N dipole carrier. Neglecting 
the •&and JIL terms in Equation (7) the carrier suppressed polarisation 
modulated far field reduced to: 



iiiiwmiiwtpmwiii, ,        i        .   „I.^I,.. -     ..,.,,■■ .„„.,..     , .   „ , wiw i,i.wiiiii» III..,I  «P.M.!»-'.,..,. 

ll'^fz.i* MfUti.^f]. 

«AC ^  >      . 

18-3. VHF - Line of Sight Radio Link 

7 

(8) 

A discussion of polarisation modulation would not be complete without an 
investigation of the effects from faulty operating conditions, e.g. wrong 
phasing of the crossed dipoles. Such an investigation is carried out in 
the appendix where the field obtained with a 180 degree instead of a 90 
degree RF phase difference is derived (Appendix A, Section U, Equation A.U.5X 

In effect faulty phasing conditions and corresponding signal 
distortions arise also from propagation phenomena such as discussed in the 
following sections. 

II. Automobile Traffic Density Induced Distortion of Polarisation Modulated 
Signal Transmissions. 

For ehe purpose of discussion consider a VHF line of sight radio link 
and the corresponding theoretical model described by Figure 3. 

2 .K 

Air : #0 U^^I / ~* <? 
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As before the crossed Mg and N. dlpoles are driven 90 degrees out of phase 
with respect to the radio carrier frequency. To provide a physical under- 
standing of the well known mathematical solutions for the fields from 
vertical rnd horizontal dlpoles above various types of ground (Refs. 3 to 6) 
consider first the electrostatic case. From the static point of view the 
antenna field distribution Is conceived as generated by primary and secondary 
source charges; In this case the secondary source charges are the imperfect 
image and the Influence charges at the air to ground boundary which balance 
the primary charges. These primary and secondary charges become In the 
dynamic case the sources of primary (direct) and secondary waves. Hence the 
secondary source charges are also referred to as reflected and refracted 
charges. These give rise to reflected and refracted rmd boundary surface 
wave modes. The latter provides the continuity between the wave fronts of 
the reflected and refracted waves at the boundary of the different media 
Involved. 

From the mathematical point of view surface wave modes represent the 
smooth spatial transient response to the discontinuity in the wave number 
spectrum associated with these media boundaries i.e. In our case the boundary 
between air (^»W^Jand ground U,s tülf^.. T i+j ^ m Y\% .^      )• 

In this respect surface wave modes are similar to the smooth voltage or 
current transients In electrical circuits which are caused by Jump like 
changes of lumped circuit parameters. Closed solutions for Fourier Integral 
representations for these parametric Induced circuit transients nay not be 
attainable in practice. In this case one resorts to numerical methods of 
evaluation using computers or guided by the physical nature of the problem 
approximations for the Integrals Involved. 

These latter type of approximations are used here for the Hankel 
Integral representations of the Herts Vector functions Tf x and W- for 
respectively the horizontal Mx And the vertical N8 dipole moment (Appendix B, 
Equ. B.2.1 to B.2.8). 

In this approximation known as the Saddle Point Method of Integration, 
the Hankel functions In the Integrand are replaced by their asymptotic 
values and the Integration with respect to^x , the complex elevation angle. 
Is carried out along an extremal path. I.e. a path for which the Integral 
value changes most rapidly within the shortest path length. This path leads 
through thii extreraum of the complex Integrand. I.e. the Saddle Point (hence 
the name "laddie Point Method"). 

This extremal path of Integration through the Saddle Point Intersects 
the real j^* axes at an angle of US degrees (Appendix B, Flg. B.3.U) and 
yields the first tern, the Saddle Point Contribution, that represents the 
reflected space waves (Appendix B, Equ. B.3.39). 

The surface wave modes which arise from singularities In the Integrand 
correspond to higher order terms in the approximations for the Hankel 
Integrals. Higher order is here synonymous to values of o^ ' which are 
larger than the critical angle Q/     for striking incidence of rays emanating 

8 
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from the image source location (Fig. 3 and Appendix B. Equs. B.3*U3 to 
B.5.57). In the long vave-low frequency-case, irtiere the ground medium Is in 
the conductive regime (^< */* M ^       )  and transmitter and receiver 
heights aj «ell as the surface? rougnness of the terrain are small compared 
to the wave length, the series expansion approximation would be dominated 
by the pole-residue term which is usually referred to as the ground surface 
wave mode. This mode is characterized by the negative half power of the 
distance type decay of its field strength. 

This mode plays a dominant ro3y in thecompositlon of LOT frequency radio 
signals at distances from the transmitter which are short relative to the 
dimensions of the earth-ionosphere duct. These ground surface wave contri- 
butions become negligibly small at frequencies  which exceed the critical 
ground frequency (c^ * *) /g .  In the corresponding dielectric ground 
regime the path through the Saddle Point traps Instead of the pole a branch 
cut singiuarlty as o(  exceeds the critical angle 

The resultant "branch cut" term dominates the series expansion approxi- 
mation for transmitter and receiver heights h and hr which are governed by: 

OS 'nJ& ß s jo 7 (9) 

In practice the roughness of the terrain becomes a SIGNIFICANT factor in the 
attenuation by diffuse scatter of this kind of ground wave mode which is also 
referred to as the lateral wave mode (Aef. 6). Applying the field equations 
obtained by Saddle Point Approximation Method (Appendix B, Equs. B.3.22 to 
B.3.73) to the problem described by Figure 3 one arrives at the following 
equation, for the received electrical field vector (from Appendix B. Bqu. 
B.S.16).       JX   r-      I ,10) 

'l* -vt-rl 

1    ^"ifT^ 

f      c 
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For balanced antenna moments Hx-Nj-A and for the transmitter and 
receiver height h used in practice the second lateral «are term characterised 
by exponential decay with height h is negligible, except for possibly the 
small wave front tilt produced by its y component. The most significant 
contribution to the total field is for all practical purposes given by the 
first term in Equation 10. This term represents the superposition of the 
direct with the reflected wave where the upper minus signs are valid for 
the dielectric and the lower plus signs for the conductive regime in the 
local reflecting area half way between transnitter and receiver. (Fig. 3). 
This local reflecting area is in the experimental system identified as the 
Red Bank Section of the Garden State Parkway about half way between the 
Fort Monmouth and Niddletown, New Jersey Terminals. This section of the 
parkway bulges toward north at and around its No. 109 exit-entrance. 

Thus, equating the dielectric ground regime with sere and the conductive 
ground regime with infinite automobile traffic density as limiting cases, 
explains the observed influence of traffic density on the distortion of the 
polarization modulated VHF signals. 

Inspection of Equation (10) shows that these distortions arise primarily 
from the changes in the vertical field component EB. Within the given limits 

/£*/"?/% 
for sere density 

(11) 

/^J -2Nr 

H 
for Infinite traffic density 

(12) 

Thus knowledge gained about the traffic density at and around the Parkways 
No. 109 Red Bank exit-entrance is paid by information lost to the correspond- 
ing signal distortions. 

Hence, from the traditional engineering point of view, there seems to 
be no reason why polarisation modulation by itself would be a better mode 
of radio coanunioations. In fact, the depolarization effects associated 
with propagation through heterogeneous and ani so tropic natural radio propa- 
gation media and ground reflections do more harm to the polarisation modu- 
lation mode than to any other conventional radio signal transmission mode as 
far as preservation of signal Information is concerned. 

10 



However, the communications capability of the system Is not completely 
sacrificed In applying this sensing sensitivity of polarization modulation 
radio signal transmission to ground surveillance.   In fact, communications 
and Burve521ance functions can be combined by control of RF power, correspond« 
Ing AM modulation Index and phase of the modulation functions svj/ x(t) &nd 
M>z(t) which must be applied to the Mx and Nz transmitter antenna elements 
respectively so as to compensate for signal distortions produced by target- 
induced variations of the reflectivity of the local reflecting area which is 
under surveillance. 

By neglecting interference from t^e ground surface wave (branch cut) 
terms and terms involving-££ <<. 1 andij'   4^   1, one could condensate for 
the bumper-to-bumper parkway traffic dtensity induced signal distortion by 
changing either the RF or the modulation phase difference between the M^ and 
the Nz channel by 90 degrees and redistribution of the transmitter power to 
satisfy the condition: 

if1U-/iK* 
(13) 

Further in constructive partnership with conventional radio signal trans- 
mission modes, polarization modulation can provide another dimension to 
radio communications and surveillance-related functions.    As a practical 
exanple, let us consider radio communications using polarization and 
amplitude modulation. 

HI.   Dual Amplitude Nodulated and Polarization Modulated Radio Signal 
Transmission« 

Replace in Bq. 1 the dipole moment A (in Amp. meter) by 

1 (üi) 

where "a11 defines the anplitude modulation index (0^ a^    1) and     a 
defines the corresponding AM-signal frequency (e.g., in the audio frequency 
range).    Ccnsider the relations between the amplitude modulation and the 
polarization modulation frequencies be specified by: 

Up«l<   ,,p   «1 (i5) 

such that tk iis either constant or varies in proportion with the amplitude 
of the ^p signal that is applied to the polarization modulation channel. 

11 



In practict:, on'=- must therefore consider the spectrum functions of the signals 
transrnittLd yJ~a polarization modulation and AM respectively over the circular 
polari=e~ ~adio carrier (LJs)• 

Conventional radio antenna and receivers tuned to IAJ s' which are 
located in the radiation field of the transm~·.tter respond in the following 
way. The rapidly rotating EM-vector field iiiduces into the conventional 
linearly-polarized receiver antenna an electromagnetic field vector that is 
proportional to the co:Jine of the angle between the fixed direction of 
polarization of the antenna and the instantaneous direction of polarization 
of the field. 

The resultant antenna output response then involves the cosines and 
sines of ''#J ( "t") and ~ .. the angle of orientation of the receiver antenna 
rt:llative :;he transmitter coordinate system (Figure 1, Equ. 1). The voltage 
delivered by the antenna to the receiver input therefore has an FM- and 
AM- like frequency spectrum conforming to: 

1·1.: 1-C<J 

q- (; .' 7 \ -, / - ' // ) t 7 
J; f l+tt fMt"!i ~ L Df;14f/'!c1/r~.fnt.;-, /:} (16) 

11 = - ;:;<) 

where~ (A"J)are Bessel functions of the order n = o, ! 1, 2, etc, and of 

argument 11! . In practice, this spectrum is bandwidth limited, such that 
components of order (n) larger than (n) max vanish. For example, a con
ventional AM receiver would resolve (in the case specified by (1.2 ~ 4) only 
the very small portion of the spectrum restricted to essentially. ·iihe n•O 
spectrum component. 

Thus, a ~onventional AM receiver yields an output that corresponds to 
the cross modulation product of the AM si~ with the fundamental spectrum 
component l, (A~ evidently for constantA.!, a conventional AM radio-receiver 
receives t~ AM channel signal undistorted; conversely a conventional 
(amplitude limited) FM receiver connected to the same anterma the polariza
tion mo<iulc...tion channel signal. The FM receiver output will conform cloBely 
to the polnrization modulation function '\II ( t) if the overall bandwidth of 
the .antenna and receiver circuitry are wide to include spectrum components 
J-,.. (A 1 ) of order n, at least up to values n which are approximately 
equal to the FM modulation index ~ = ~!. 

wr 
Hence, if the polarization modulation phase deviation, A ':! , and the 

resultant received FM modulated index, A 4 /w,, are kept constant, the dual 
polarization modulation and AM signal transmissions on one and the same 
radio-carrier frequency, tV s, can be received separately by connecting an AM 
and an FM ~eceiver to a conventional linearly polarized receiver antenna. 
The dual channel p0larization modulation and AM signal transmission capability 
of a single radio carrier frequency, W s, can also be utilized for protection 
of radio com.nunicat:ions against noise interference and unauthorized int~r
ception of radio messages. For these purposes, polarization modulated and 

12 



AM signals may be correlated relative to a third standard of coherence 
signal or reference code. 

Practical implementations of polarization modulation VHF radio trans
ceiver systems involving forward and return signal transmissions can thus 
be eJC;ploited for interrelated functions: communications, ground surveillance, 

. and system control -to adapt the conununications circuit to reflectivity 
changes of the local ground environment under surveillance. 

These functions may be carried out by using a deterministic sequence of 
alternate periods of communications, sensing, and feedback control signal 
transmissions or by a etatistical distribution of communications, sensing and 
control signalling periods. The moments of this distribution would then be 
used for adaptive control of the communications and surveillance performance 
characteristics of the system. 

In aadition to these protdctive measures for communications; the geodesic 
features of polarization modulated radio signals in correlation with AM
signals are applicable to aircraft radio navigations. For these applications, 
bearing and timing information can be readi~ derived from the AM pulse 
signals; and the wave shape distortion o{ the received polari~ation modulated 
signals as function of deviation angles~from the transmitters antenna 
z-symmetry axis (Figures 2a a:rxl b). This is in effect similar to 11VOR 11 (VHF 
omnidirectional range) na. vigation, but for only one single radio carrier 
frequency, c.Vs• Evidently, dual channel systems using conventional and 
polarization modulation radio si~1al transmission mod3s on a single radio 
frequency carrier are able to perform a large variety of tasks. 

However, in the assigrunent of specific roles to the respective signal 
transmission modes, the sensitivity of polarization modulated radio signals 
to secondar,y propagation effects, (reflection, refraction, and scatter) 
must be considered and proper~ exploited. Proper exploitation of this 
sensitivity results in dual channel systems with the ability to sense and 
compare, as required for surveillance related applications. The theoretical 
aspects of these applications are explored further in the subse~uent section. 

IV. Side Scatter of Polarization Modulated Radio Waves by Strip-Shaped 
Conductors. 

Side scatter of polarization modulated radio wave signals has the 
following implications. Degradation of radio communi<-ations on the one hand, 
and scatter target sensing an~ tracking on the other hand. The detailed 
mathematical discussions of Appendix C, side scatter of polarization modu
lated radio wave signals from strip-shaped conductors are of practic&l 
interest in connection with: (1) Parasitic scatter interference from wire 
lines, fences, poles, and towers outside the trar~smitter to receiver trans
mission line and (2) scatter target detection and determination of the dynamic 
characteristics of target motion. 

The mathematical foundations for solution of EM scatter problems are 
given in Sec~ions C.l and C.2 of Appendix C. Practical specializations of 
"!".he resultant. 5.ntegral equations are discussed in Section 0.3 of Appendix C. 

13 



The problem involved is the following: A conductive strip-shaped 
scatter body is located in the plane fonned by the elements of the croF"':led 
dipole antenna of the transmitter. Given the distance from the transmitter, 
the orientation, and the dimensions of this scatter body, eval~te the 
effect on the radiation field of the transmitter at a given receiver 
location. For this purpose, required explicit field solutions are derived 
for an infinite conductive scatter strip at a distance Xs from the trans
mitter, such that the transmitters y-dipcle radiator and the length 111 11 of 
the strip are parallel, whereas the transmitter's x-dipole radiator is 
perpendicular to the "b-wide" surface of the strip. In conformance with 
practical conditions, the receiver locations are chosen pn or close to the 
transmitter• s symmetry z-axis of the transmitter-antenna, at di'ltances 
Zp, Xs, as shown in Figure 4. 

' ' 

I 

Fig. 4. Geometry of the Scatter Problem 
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These geometrical specifications of the problem-permit the introduction of 
simplifying approximations for the integral equations that relate incident 
and scattered fields (Appen:lix C, Equation C.2.14). Resultant approxill'..ate 
solutions for the scattered field in the regular polarizati on modulation 
case are derived in App.endix C, Section J and given. by Equations C.) . 20 to 
20 11 1 in terms of the Carthesian System in Figure 4 B.y transformation to 
the Spherical coordinates originating from the transmitter location one 
gets for receiver loc~tions P0 close ~o the z-axes (Fig. 4) approximately: 

In this format, the scatter field and the direct field (Appendix A, 
Equation A.3.5) are superimposed at the point of observation P

0 

(Jt.p:.lp ~ Lfp ~ ;.J,_ =t .i<~t to yield the resultant field. 

. . (17) 

. i! '• .. ' 
Neglecting thettJ.,.and~ amplitude terms in both the direct (p) and 

the scatt~red (s) field the equations for the components of the resultant 
field are obtained as follows: 

r- 1-22 I I 

-'· 7, ~... • 1 A'._ ;"' t 
- _i: ( • - - ·- ~ · · - - - ---- ' 

I < ~ . ('itT z r ) l 

. - .- / ) .J I 
,," L f'" I :r f X; ·- c~'-= -1:- 'fi .J 

E ~ 
(18) 

(19) 

(20) 



-■ 

The absolute nagnitudel ^fjof the "Tranaverse field" as determined by from 
the C^   and f oconponenta with 

M'lgMv-Ja*** ** **. ^. 
(21) 

reveals the influence of side scatter interference on the trananission of 
polarisation nodulated radio signals. Inspection of Bq. 21 shows that side 
scatter interference induces a spurious anplitude modulation which is 
characterised ty a modulation index 

^ 

(22) 

and a spurious frequency modulation conforming to the difference of the 
modulation functions 

o^^AJ-VfAJ 
(23) 

In t^rms of the signal propagation times from the trananitter to the 
scatter strip T8 and to the receiver location T«,       assumes for the 
sinusoidal type modulation (Bqu. 2) at a Frequency 6^p the format 

• 

%''% Sinh "%-U)] 
(21») 

For the purpose of discussion of these equations assume that the 
receiver knows all the parameter values except his own range 8». Then, 
provided he has the ability to extract as (Equ. 22) from the wave shape of 
the received signals, he could derive his range value Zpj or knowing s^ he 
could find x0 Instead. 

p 
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Thus in principle side scatter Induced wave shape distortions of the 
received polarisation nodulated signals could be used for the extraction of 
infomation that is useful for surveillance and navigation. However con- 
sidering practical numerical values e.g. fQ 60 MHz, i.e.  0 " 5 mj 
xs - 20 mj 1 - 2 mj b - 0.1 m which gives a8 - 5 x 10-",  the change to 
discriminrte the side scatter induced modulation from the natural noise 
modulation i; extremely small. Translated into communications this means 
that side scatter effects from other VHP antennas separated by more th^n 
20 m from the crossed dipole transmitter antenna are negligibly snail in 
practice. 

This is obviously not the case when larger scatter objects are involved. 
Though the accuracy of the formulas for the received electrical field 
(Eqs. 18 to 20) diminishes in these cases the fundamental relations whereby 
side scatter induced signal distortion is proportional to the area of the 
scatter body remain valid. Then, with corresponding larger values of as, 
the dynamic characteristics of the motion of such a larger scatter body are 
readily ertracted (by differentiation) from the receiver output signal. 
This capability can be further enhanced if the small longitudinal component 
(Bq. 19) is sensed and correlated with the transverse field, such that the 
^-dependent automatic gain control response in conjunction with the low 
audio output signals of a longitudinal and of a transverse radio receiver 
yields the z and x movements of the scattery body relative to the transmitter, 
even in the side scatter case. Obviously, direct back scatter of the main 
beam is a much simpler case where the polarisation modulation function /^(t) 
can be easily controlled by the back scatter signals. The resultant target 
motion tracking capability is particularly useful when long and thin shaped 
scatter bodies that perform progressive as well as gyrating (tumbling) 
movements are Involved; using carrier suppressed polarisation modulated 
sensing signal transmissions; it becomes relatively easy to discriminate 
between f^ee gyrations and forced (internally controlled) gyrations of such 
scatter bodies. 

Conclusions 

On the basis of experience gained with experimental implementations of 
Polarization Modulated Radio Systems and from the further theoretical 
exploration of the performance and applications of such systems, the con- 
clusions can be stated as follows: 

Polarization modulation adds new dimensions of time and space to 
VHP and UHF radio communications and surveillance and in constructive 
partnership with conventional modulation provides a dual information channel 
transmission capability on a single RF carrier. 

17 
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APPENDIX 

A.  ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS POLARIZATION MODULATION CASES. 

A.1 Derivation of free space field equations from a pair of crossed electrical 
dipole antennas with moments M and N. 

Figure A.I shows location and orientation of 
the dipole antennas M and N relative to the 
x, y, and z coordinates and in the spherical 

system with the direction unit 
vectors n, m, o. 

The electromagnetic fields are derived from the Hertz-vector functions Z   and 
n2« 

19 
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A • I • & 

As conventionally used In technical applicationsf the electrical antenna 
dipole moments M and N are given in amp. meter.    Time in connection with the 
signal carrier — radiated frequency m   in rad/sec is counted negative. 

/V'.(t) and Y"?^) are phase functions._ These functions In connection with 
the magnitude of M and of N in ^  and n2 determine the character of the 
emanated EM fields.    The signal carrier propagation factor is defined by: 

The characteristic impedance of the propagation medium 1st 

£ .  .   . dielectric permltivlty (        . i0-12 ^     for air) 
3^n   ^   V.M 

jx . . . magnetic permeability (O.UT, * 10  ^  for air) 

Magnetic fields H are derived from the Hertz-Vector: 

and the electrical fields by: 

A.I .5 

A.1.6 

20 



«here the Del Operator for the spherical system Is: 

The derivatives  . the direction unit vectors are: 

A.I .7 

5f i f        ■ A.1.8 

A.I.9 

Enqploying the Identity: 

A.I .10 

one gets the "magnetic field" 

z 

» > 0 

21 



A.I .12 

: 

which is rrdiated from the dipole monent M (Figure 1). Bgr replacing in 
Equation A.1.11:  

M —*   A/ 

y —► /-^ 

one gets   

' n o 
fit ■ Sinf- COS v> 

fr. (- COS f) 

Further, for the explicit formulation of E, we need: 

+ ' 
%})• w/Ji/r-Vj/'/fth A,,,, 

{p>- COSf'Jt'nA JUSthf^B-.COSf'C^^f 
22 
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-if-. M-4 
faj,* A.1.1$ 

+ Z\.CojßJA-VJ/.'ftjß 

frsirtf* Si*J+ M rosft. p. j/fif.fosßj 

and 

+ I 
*9.Tj]~ 

fi   yämJ-    MJ *A ^ 'it 

A.I .16 

1 
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With Equations A.I .1 to A.1.9, A.1.15 and A.I .16 one gets the following 
schematic representation for the E conponentss r 1 

r-W-£i 
(osfan-ejJ-nJ+sinHji-vJ-til 

2 
fJ&J 

A.I .17 

H) 
-i-A* 

n • 

h£) 2 
+ 

I 

a A) 

+ t+& at 

A* 

m 
Sl'fff 

• • 

J?sx 
u 

cojf. auf 



Www» 

By replacing in Equation A.I .17* 

/i-*//;   f-^i-l; * '&'? 
one obtains the E conponants: 

1   t.ffi- #4 . 
\ a*fa'*vbfr 1 1 -mfa-qt-fj A.1.18 

1                                                                   1 

-4^ 
1 ~fh&)% 1      us ^/ 1 'COSf 

• * 

F. 
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For exaaple, the r-ca«ponant Ej. or Eg 1J» read off tram Um ■nil—tic 
represantation Equation A.I .18 with: . 

6- to-A* 

J>   

' A.I .19 

SlMilmrly the ^p  and f" coBponeota of ^, in the i and ? directlona, follow 
froB the tor»; in the second and third row of the acheaatic Equation A.I .16. 

• 

■ 
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A.2 DISCUSSION OF THE FIELD EQUATIONS. 

We are especially Interested in the "combined field" 

e-K* ez 
A.2.1 

fron the M and N dipole antennas. First of all the E component of IT which 
is perpendicular to the radial direction. This E- cofiponent follows fron 
Equations A.1.17 and A.I .18 by super-position of the m end o components. 

To reduce the amount of writine, we abbreviate the following 
exprassions by setting: 

A.2.2 

Super-position of the Y and -4/ components of E. and of E yields EL in 
the format of Equation A.2.3 as follows: 

■ 
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CVJ 

s I 
^ 

.5^ 1 
V t 
i 

I 

r 

•* 

? 
^v 

M 
^ 

S •«s 

U f 

'3;   ^ 
S 
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Ideal polarization modulation Is characterized by: 

a. Equal magnitudes of the dipole moments: 

M - N - A A.3.1 

b. lime phase quadrature, corresponding to: 

'tM't*W'"fM A.3.2 

This gives 

fii-f>if°fa-Ht-r*>] 
A.3.3 

and In combination with the spatial angle: 

[tjJ-+f/z)+y-JjA]s tf-A^otfc] A.3.U 

Introducing these specializations Into Equations A.2.3 and A.2.U 
gives the I field components for the Ideal polarization modulation case. 

31 

With regard to practical applications the most Important specialization 
of E and H (Equations A.2.3 to A.2.6) Involves: 

A.3 THE "IDEAL POLARIZATION MODULATION" CASE 

- 



• 

1              L-          ~         V fi   , ^    t   t.                        A-3.5 

1          * 
1 

+cos ft Ml fSm[otfc}] 1 

n* sins 
1 

-tMÄ 
W      ' 

WcosH 
1 +Hf 

1 

IM1 
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and the H field for the ideal polarization modulation case: 

Ideal.        hlJtsA ' A.3-6 

.!$■ ios^04,fccst(*(^^). S,M a 

The Pointing Vector 

P » IfX H A.3-7 

in the far-zone, i.e., for 

kr^l A.3.8 

is obtained from E and H of Equations A.3.5 and A.3.6 by dropping the terms 
involving negative powers of larger than one. This yields the Pointing 
Vector (power flow per unit cross section area) in the far-zone radiation 
field, 

33 
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For graphical representation, note that E 4^.1 (i.e., the 4S^ *~f> 
components (Equation A.3.5)) split INTO: 

ft     * U £. cos A mfo(/i)) 
A.3.10 

where 

AO.IO« 

and 

'#■ Cl>sfo(/i)J 

where 
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Since the sign of I e 1 depends 0!!, the relative magnitude of .les 11.- ; E 
in the near-zone ·:.: Pr << 1) and E in the far-zone (1 (< k

5
r) are 180 P1 

degrees out of phas~. Equations 1!3.1 0 and A.) .11 correspond to_Ellypses. 
Figures A.).a and b below show the relation~ between normalized E 1 and 
Ep

2 
in diagram form. P 
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- -The positions of ~l and En2 shown in the diagrams of Figures A.3.a and 
A.3.b are given for the same t. 

Of significance is the pro:portionali t y of .~P2 with respect t o + /w.sz 
(fer k r ~> 2, in the Far-Zone). ThiR r atio "f?w/' represents the FM-
irillex ~.a~ t1•• taie ratio ot au41o ~carrier ri-equeDC7 ~"-/Wj • 

Similarly the E_ component (Equation A.3.l~,p-direction) depends on 
this modulation indef1 in the Far-Zone. Hence, different to the convention
al FM signal modulation and transmission techniques, polarization modulated 
signal transmission involves modulation of the wave b7 f;i.l aDd Y~z in the 
far-zone of the antenna. J I~J 

Physically, radiation of power into the m and 0 directi ons ( .{"1~ - . in 
A.3.9) can be attributed to the accelerated motion of electrical charge in 
the plane of rotation of the resultant effective dipole moment of the 
antenna. This plane of rptatio~ is in our case the x-y plane (Figure A.l) 
and the axes of rotation the z-axes. The modulation function "f' ( t), 
superimposed over the space angle ~ controls the rotation of the resultant 
effective dipole moment and of the radiated field vectors (Equation A.3.4). 
The dependence on the angle ~ of the electrical and of the magnetic field 
(Equations A.3.5 and A.3.6) amounts to a ~ dependent distortion of t he 
polarization modulated signal transmissions. 
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A.k    INCORRBCT FRASIHG OF CR06SED DIPOLES. 

To evaluate the effects of incorrect phasing conditions we consider the 
follcving specialisations: 

M ' H « A A.U.I 
? ■ 

as before in section A.3 for the ideal case, but 

i.e., M and N ore l80 degrees out of phase (see Equations A.1.1 and A.1.2). 
"Hie resultant electrical field components are obtained from Equations A. 1.17 
and A. 1.3 8 by replacing: 

cosfa-* tos(flrf)* *smfi « ^ sihfl 
where f* 1 and P^ are given by Equation A.2.2. 

TMs gives the radial component and the perpendicular electrical field 
component Er and EL ab follows: 



. .—..- IPI .._...„.., ,„,.,. , I—"'   '■■- ■ Bliiiwiwmiiipii.ppu"ii'."ii».w)»|w"«"i'—i»""1 ■ 

mem 

A-1 fa0 WW A.U.U 

A.U.5 

A.14.0 
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Using the trigometrlc identity: 

fcos f + rinff+ coi*/- fsi>**f- cesf)2* 

2[ l~± SMV.fl-s*** 
■ 

one gets the absolute value of E_ and of E : 
-  * r 

A.U.7 

AW- 
4'190' 

- 

.]/ I~   ■LsfnJ.fl'Sinfy) ' 

?{[(,+ *.* _L_ ]2J±+ M/' 

A.U.8 

Kl' Mii-: ftt-fa-b**}- 
A* Ho 

htJksk 
A.U.9 

^A# 
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A.5 CABRIER SUPPRESSED (CS) POLARIZATION MODULATION (Method: G. Vogt and 
Associates, USAECOM, IER) 

In the carrier suppressed polarization modulation case the radiated 
EM field rotates at audio signal frequencies. The rotation of the (HP, 
VHP, UHP) signal carrier field Is suppressed In accordance with the follow- 
ing equations for the Hertz-Vector Functions: 

A.5.1 

. 

i... -ßj-fcs) fe.a A.5.2 

and     / | 

l.e; 
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tr In practice lnx     and W£ are obtained by amplitude modulation 
of the carrier* The phase between the audio modulation signals radiated 
via the M and N dipole is In this case 90 degrees. By replacing in 
Equation A.3.5 

and f on&ng 

oa* gets : 
t    < 

cos tf*) SOW f/t) 
(OSf          Sf*f (OS# St'nr 
2 -ck.A 2 0 

pi 
1 -2 * -Hin 

-£.1 

cosfr 
fi+fe/J 

1 ^ / -2* 

t'fat-A**?] 
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B.    THE INFLUENCE OF GROUND PROPERTIES ON TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION OF 
POIARIZATION MODULATED SIGNALS VIA CROSSED DIPOLES 

B.l   Geometrical Definition of the Problem (Figure B.l): 

Point 
of Observation 

Figure B.l:    z ^0    ■ Air,      z <   0    = Ground, A Primary = 
antenna at height h above ground; A'  image with 
respect to «round of A. 

EM-characterietlcs:    Air _       _ 

"/to      e 
Oround /J2       2, 

Index of Refraction of ground relative to &ir: n; 

Critical ground frequency:  jf* p ^   ^f/P~~f 

Dielectric Regime:   f ^ff ' 

Conductive Regime: C ^ of 

O 
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B.2   Hertz-Vector Functions for Air and Ground. 
Vit'An%,44rSaiiA ^ slowly virUKUd.«. treated const, in the Fourier 

int.)tht   Hertz-Vector functions of horizontal and vertical electrical 
dipoles above flat ground are given In the literature-(e.g., reference l). 
In our case the Hertz-Vectors of the horizontal dipole element of the 
antenna (M) are given in the form of a super-position of the "direct", the 
"reflected" and the "refracted" components as follows: 

a.    In the air half space z"^ 0:   

■ZfZ-'Ve 
y4 Jr0f\ yZofc 

i. J 

-* 

B.2.1 

f • A/A^. 
-f^o* 

.0, jsffijj'e 

4TV fC 

'C0S%+fn.z~Smy; ' 
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b. In the ground half space z <:'O: 

Here, the angle !f has been introduced from the following relations 
between angles ~0° in ai~ and ~ in the ground resul tant from the 
air to ground boundary conditions: 

Sne 11' s I.e.w 

and 

stn J: = J · sriuj 

~~COS~= ~1 CIJJ 4 
45 
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where h corresponds to the "height of the refracted dipole charges below 
the ground surface. These give rise to a z-component: 

a. In the Air Half-Space z >0 

Ik     /A *Z7~'^ f c 
*fi*- 

4sr COSf 

^s^/Ss/^cosJ- 
B.2.5 

u? - l/r£- s//. 

e +jAfi+J)'COS$> 

f? and fully analogous to H '"  for the ground space: 
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b. In the Ground Hilf Space z ^ 0 

; f Ifc A ~>["u f1 

X'-i-W 
Ui 

4r CDS :y>* 

' 4' jd%'&\f2Sf*v äüß 

e 
Whereas the Hertz-Vector function for N , the horlzootal dipole, 

required an x and a z-component, the Hertz- x Vector function for Nj,, the 
vertical dlpole, require« only a z-component to satisfy the boundary 
conditions at the ground surface z ■ 0, for toe Ot fields. 

i7 
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The Hertz Puactlon for the vertices, dipole H8 is: 

a. In the Air Half Space z> 0 

Jj' 
JtoR 

B.P.7 

{H!%A^e 
jifi+JjCDS 

7(t i 
and Bimllarly to  /'*    of Equation B.2.2 followB the Herts function 
for Kr In the ground space. 



b. In the Ground Half-Space z C 0 

wv.-im^'*1. 
+f.j~ 

^.L^lLi^A 
-hi 

nfakyrf-sM: 
60 '<f 

B.2.6 

.ßfa**ty 

The functions H ^  and H.^1' of Jco AS/fiJ,  «re Bankel functions of the 

first kind and of zero and first order respectively. The Hankel-Integral 
representations for the Herts-Vector component functions (aquations B.2.1, 
B.2.2, B.2.5 to B.2.8) are based on the following Fourier-Integral and 
Hankel-Integral Identity: 

" 
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In conjunction with: 

the resultant Hankel-Integral representations for the Hertz-Vector 
component functions (Equations B.2.1, B.2.2 and B.2.5 to B.2.8) satisfy 
the B( boundary conditions at z = 0: 

B.2.11 

B.2.12 

OK 'f n>* B.2.13 

rv-r" B.2.1U 

B.2.15 
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The expression in the integrands, Involv.jg n      , sin *r   and cos  v 

(explicitly or inplidtly) reflections and refraction coefficients: 

For      Tx 

(J B.2.17 

'4 

For Tg : 

-„es or- _. „2 f 
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'or ^  : 

(via B.2.3) 

B.2.19 

^zfn^X */aslJ/fcriVo 

$'-*] Mi'iJsiV. 

J?cos& 

y co^ynj-siw: 
(via B.2.3) 

B.2.20 

3- 
</ f 
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B.3    Evaluation of the Hankel-Integral expressions for the components of 
and  W   . 

f 

In conjunction with Equations B.2.9, B.2.10, and B.2.17 to B.2.20, the 
integral expressions for the components of 77* &nd JJf  , Eqxiations B.2.1 
and B.2.5 to B.2.8 can be derived from the follcving en—nn fonaat: 

where we replaced ,*r  by v  as Integration variable. 
o 

Since we are Interested here the "Farf leid* corJlguration In space 
and time we employ the Assymptotic Approximation for Haukel functions 
Ho^1^^) for     If! & 1. 

For example. In our case: XI    •• 

7 This Integral J    becomes with the Image system coordinates of Figure 
B.3.1:        X 

5i 



-fv- 

'tot +Vtf-*hV 'fJjtsMCt.'jJ 

Plcure B.  3.1.    Imaße  (A1) Coordinate System 
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The "Exponential Tarm" In the Integral 

g r . S    B.3.3' 
jj, 1?[4ir> *?'&»?+ cos U '■ CosSj 

defines the regions of convergence of Jx  in the complex v-  plane: 

B.3.^ 
as follows: 

tar Uo 
B.3.6 

<*'£$, Ibt'+r 
Simiarly for w*   ,   IT^ BHA     Wz' (Equations B.2.2, 

B.2.6 and B.2.8, the e-exponent term must satisfy the condition of con- 
vergence, as z -♦ -<*». This requires that: 



The resultant subregions of convergence and iivergencp (of T%* T^*; JJT^ 
far   Z —^ - ••        ) ■» Identified in the cooplex   J^    doowin   by 
respectively the upper and lover sheets of the Rieoann Surfaces of the 
donaln. 

The branch cuts, vhlch segregate upper and lower sheets, are defined 
by the equal sign in the expression B.3-7. 

Setting in this expression: 

8 

.yieldingfor Equation B.3'7: 

-4/?/ «^ - JL./I-JIHS} S/$> 0 
one finds that the following conditions must be met: 

I.E. 

B.3.9 

in the upper Riemann sheet. 

Introducing the equivalence: 

Sih't* i fl- Cos^J B.3.IO 

we get via Equation B.3.7 to B.3.20 for: 

57 
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(a) The dielectric reglne UBi_ ♦ fg ' ng " PBe1^ 

B,3.11 

(b) The critical regime (f *&    f ; n    « ccnplex) 
sig g      8 

fl/ *lnj I- (cos v + #' oh /•)    *■*■* 

*r *?• //>'/ Cft2*- if/- costy #2%) 
B.3.13 

24rrvrl*lnfl.si*2/-i *„2J;S/l2% 
The two branches of AAT* 0, fcT! ■ 0 and Uf^ ■ 0 follow from: 

Their common branch point is given by: 

&*%» v, 'hjl fmr+fsm/]B"315 

For small values T <^ / 1 where approximately 

^f * i*j/' ft*/r)       ..3.16 
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one gets from B.3'13 tor/lOjl = 0 

2    s/*Sj 
B.3.17 

and for the branch point 

B.3.I8 

(with V <5f 1) 

Since /nJ>l 9  the only possible solutions of Equations B.3.17 and B.3.I8 
at^k*   a are; 

3.3.19 

nie branch^ ■ 0 (Equation B.3.17) is identified by setting 
into Equation   B.3*13*    This gives in the vicinity of the branch point: 

B.3-20 

the correspondence 

-4' - z ay B.3.21 

- 
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identifies then the branch cut ^«/^ " 0 M this part of Eguetlon B.3.13 
where </2 ~*  0 !•••, for «/^  ^ 0 beneath the branch points. 

The follcving diagram shows the complex t/~ plane, and the branch 
cuts ^^ = O by  solid lines. Sub-regions of convergence of the Integrals 
in Equations B.2.1 to B.2.8 are labelled 4/2^ O    (upper Rlehaann sheet) 
and regions of divergence are labelled 4^0 <  0 (lover Riehnann sheet). 
Regions of convergence for the Hankel Integrals and resultant prototype 
integral 'J     (Equation B.3.3) are shown shaded in Figure B.3.2 below. 

Associated poles P-^ and P on the lower and upper sheet in the 
vicinity ofJ*T/2 are shown se^iarately In Figure B.3*3* 

'~t 

A u.* 

Figure B.3.2.    Complex Domain 

• 

Part of-*^ -Domain    •: laifced ; Poles ^ard n, 
for i</y</0 and   f>f, 
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Inspection of this diagram for the complex -u   domain In conjunction with 
the Integration path for ^  (Equation B.3«3) shows that the Integration 
path must cross at &* U%  from the first to the second region of conver- 
gence (shaded). This path Is determined by essentially the exponent func- 
tion in Equation B.S'S'• Rius, we analyze the path described by: 

A+jmfJtot*) B.3.22 

In terms of: 

y.&.iiA/ 
(i.e., In the lover half space of *~ , and corresponding replacement of 
the Integration vsrlable ^ by <)''*• 

The extreme of A follows from: 

$.V^AV^ö B.3.23 

with 

r-ui b-oi'i A*o . Bils Identifies the point 
^*s*('    as saddle point through which all paths of Integration must 
cross from Jfr  > 0 to »r^ 0. 

In the vicinity of this saddle point one can express /$    by the 
expansion: 

■wrf-^-r 24 

employing: 

in the vicinity 

B.3.25 
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■ ______ 

■ 

one gets: 

'"*/- i'lö-ot'l'ytinfy B.3.26 

,1* -4** l~ fltUfrnfy B.3.27 

The path of steepest ascencJence and of descendence through the saddle (given 
by the irap^lnary part of s) is: 

Hence, the most rapid change of the integral (Equation iB»3»3) over the 
shortest path length occurs along this path through th* saddle point. In 
connection with the exponent functions (Equations B.3'31 and B.3'7) this 
path permits estimation of the Integral values. For this purpose, the 
slowly varying terms are taken cut from under the integral, and the capidly 
varying terms (i.e., the exponentials) are left under the Integral. 

of 
The value of ■üie constant s« obtained by 
^ *   ^V//    , follows with unity. 

substitution in Equation B.3.22 

Consequently, 

'///*- /.- /_ lir-Sfroty B.3.29 

and 

# 

B.3.30 

The (-) sign is valid here, because  /5 is expressed in terms of the con- 
Jugate complex values ß *   of AS"    . As the path through the saddle 
crosses under -45° the real axes, one can set this path in the vicinity of 

r-ot'-Jl-i** B.3.31 

and JL 
dS** e-rf .ofJ B.3.32 
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-w-here 1 is a real variable. The integration !6th 

4= B.3.33 

is boWlded by 

The saddle point contribution to the integral :J (Equation B.3.3) a l ong 
the path of steepest ascendence and descendence (B:3.33) becomes then: 

The paths of integration beyond the critical angle ~' must be detoured 
around the lower branch cut to prevent the path from dropping to the 
divergent Riehmann sheet ~2 ~ 0 and from ter minating on t his sheet at 
infinity. Thus for ~'>ot: one must add to the saddle point contribution 
the branch cut detour contributions to the i ntegral J x. 

The detour, defined by the integrati on variable ~~B' in 

is equivalent to: 

1d.-+Y:n2 •2Cl 
I&' - - "! - S/11 ~I = 

I 

teal 

6.) 



> 
•dim 

Since the outer a^d Inner banks of the branch cute Involve respectively 
/Uf   <   0 and  yts p >  0 one can map via 

V'T/rg-sM B.3.38 

the branch cuts from the -c^-domain (Figure B.3«1»-) onto the real axes of 
the A*r  domain. The results of this mapping. 

AM *«/• dJ* - 
v- dtf B.s.39 

//- (nf^t) 
and the corresponding fa' diagram is shown in Figure B.3.5. 

Bxe solution: 

w 
K 

B.3.39' 

^^fffM' 4J?' 

is restric.ed to angles £( less or equal to a critical angle: 

oC ^ e/c B.S.S^1 

As demonstrated by the diagram below (Figvire B.3»^), for angles    t^' that 
exceed   ^6 , the path (    ^ ■ - ^/y   ) of integration becomes trapped into 
a detour       around the lower branch cut. 
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-Ty + ^v 
branch outs 

COKPLEX    PLANE " INTEOfiATION 
Figure B.J.U' 

B<»nk^>0 

^ 

,7 
^o-/?/^   ^<^ 

K 

Detour Integration Path 
In the  Af    Domain    • 

Figure ».3«5 
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I, . 

Introducing further cylindrical coordinates: 

the brarch cut detour contribution to the prototype integral     Jy of 
Equation B.3«3 assumes the following format: 

Akr) T l/Ai-Ytf^' 
Similarly' to the saddle point approociination for X-$0(c      (Equation B.3.39) 
the integral for the branch cut detour  Jn _t is obtaineft by application of 
the saddle point approximation method to the ^domain. For this purpose 
we write the exponent term of £ in Equation B.3>^1 as follows: 
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ß      r  

B.3.1^ 

From 

w • 0.., fsJIHOf' US'/'       1 

and the resultant saddle point 

/k/"- 0 B.3.1^ 

the corresponding branch point B1 of the J   domain Is recognized as a 
saddle point« 

Introduction of the expansions 

\A 

C 
and relntroductlon of AJ   via Equation B.3'i5 

ng - sin </B, B.B.1*? 
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■ 

gives 
B.S. 

B.3.^8 

■ 

where we set: 

^-- 4'4 M. e w 1.3.^8* 

■ 

The lln3 of steepest descent Is then given hy: 

with the const.     determined by substitution of 

/</• = 0 Into 3.3.^9' 

Imag j/j J = (const.) 

whicb gives 

- (vf-^l'M'ttsf * hiJkt,tJt.sihtfso     =3.50 
This is brought into the format, using: 

M* l**l S**1 =  *>,+/*'* 

fur/ UI'i~cosfy>coy+ sf»S* ****#}*o B.3.5e 
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I.e., 

-cos (2ri + y ) * 0 

which yields the angle 

B.3.53 

B.3.5^ 

at which the line of steepest descent crosses the sadCe point w ■ 0 (i.e., 
the branch point B' of the IT domain). 

Thus analogous to Equations B.3.28 to B.3.33, the largest contribution 
to the integral comes from the vicinity of the saddle point, where the path 
Is represented by: 

and 

*s* J? e-tß**J 

*** c/s. *-tß*iJ 
Equation B.3.48 assumes then the format: 

^jcsYctL^j-tc/y* 

B.3.55 

B.3.56 

B.3.57 

With Equation B.3.57 substituted into the Integral Equation B.3.U1 one 
obtains the contribution from the path of steepest descent through the 
saddle point w = 0 as follows: 
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.,/ Vifce-'* 

e bW-tM/M/y.jif' 
Expansion of: 

with 

B.3.58 

B.3.59 

/) f     AAr)  from B.3.55, and 
associated with the following functions \n l^JJ      '   associated with 
respectively^ ; W    of Equation B.2.1 to B.2.7 in terms of the w- 
variable (Equation B.3.38). 
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B.).60 

B.3 .61 

7f[{oJ • 
. l I 

B.).62 

wher e in particular by application of de L'Hospital's rule the following 
expressions become valid: 

B.J.63 
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Consequently, in connection with   #x     on© oust keep the total expansion 
(Equation B.3.59) under the integral sign« since the sere ^rder term alone 

y/lf frij. o) taken before the integral as slowly varying with w, 
yields a trivial sero contribution to 

Thus with .  . 

f 9 
lion 

B.3.6I1 

becomes 

jJkMhl&i') 

B.3.65 

v//*/^ 



AS pointed out before, the zero order term Involving 

./c/.J,*!t* 
vanishes: 

j ct£   e *  o 
/ 

s~f imereas the first order term becomes by change of the 

B.3.65' 

variable» ' 

t** 
B.3.66 

<///'e 
~W/cir 

in: 

A- 

/ 

CAJ'I*/)*/* 

a Laplace integral which assumes the value» 

B.3.67 

for 4/e> it2 {4Jt'tc/)V\ 
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1 
-v; 

- 

I 

Heintroducing Jl/m t   \   for w ■ 0 the correapomjing 
. 

9*J* S//n£* B.3.68 

one obtains for B.i.Ch    wii^ B>-i- L?ana U He kro*ck cut 

7 '    _ /+/ fdA"'] I 
fonb/*)üf(ö^ ^<?    jl ni\V   ' 

At'* * 

■where fron B.3.6U B.3.691 

For th3 branch cut contributions to "> on the other hand, 
where (Different from Equation B.3.36) 

N 

*0 
/               A    •   * HYH^      B.3.70 

JU0P9     ^—  s f    . 

U 



the resultant finite zero-order approximation is sufficient one gets: 

(by otherwise frilly analogous proceiures) 

7M-. ImA ) Vt 

Similarly,^ for the branch cut contributions to Tw* 
where * 

one get?: 

7 ^«P'COi^-J.,) 

.1/   ("t-    ,  '. / 
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> Further, in addition to the saddle point <*  ' an^ the br|mch cut /u 
contributions, the integrand functions j^/  <^?' J&g ' of 
respectively^3'; ^^    "—J '^^ - — -.-—-.—  ^_ —... 

• I 

B« 

and /?/' contain poles. The resultant 
residue-integral terms« correspond to ground surface wave modes. At +iie 
frequencies which are of interest here (VHF, UHF) and at the heights of 
transmitters and receivers above ground as used in practice, these ground 
surface wave modes become insignificant, even for ideally flat ground surface 
conditions, and even more so under actual rough ground surface conditions« 

Hence the ground surface wave mode contributions are neglected in the 
subsequent formulas for the Hertz- Vector functions as obtained by super- 
position of the respective primary and becondarv — saddle point and branch 
cut terms (Equations B.2.1, B.2.5, B.2.7, B.3.3, Figure B.3.2, Equation 
B.3.39, B.3.69, B.3.691, B.3.71, and B.3.73. 

The resultant equations are given in the following section B.U in 
conjunction with the derivation of the electrical field components as 
functions of ground conditions. 

OU 9   (Equati 
Wtif     .   B.2.7) 

t 
«for example the pole yields A/ ^   at; + ^ 

1/rtfH 
= (lt>t 



fo)     Wo-) 
B.U   The Herta-Veotor Functions //x    /    II*      and     ///^      } 

the resultant electrical fields In the air space , 

~j/"*+f) 

' £*f< 

B.U.I 

^>»-4' 
/W,, .iw^ ''* ["'*(*Lifz s 
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,<■/ 

TT^        • M* IIP-      -f&**'*$       * 

f°''''"'*' jfArc/kiJ),.)} 

Of significance is here the cos ^P  dependence of f/i      relative to 1/Jg 
The latter (Equation B.U.1} on the other hand involves in its third term 

(Mtf*)"1     • H«»e, for  /t.f »    1 this third term becomes amall 
TAiVR       <V>V (Figure B.3.U), 

Simiarly for the vertical dipole element NB one gets the Herts- 
Vector function y/f'**    es follows: 
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B.li.3 

•4.*' 
 ,  ^ 

^fll^fi]/   cosh 

/ 

JftoK 
e 

gAt'.cosfcl,) 

Equations 3.U.I to B.U.3 above, ara valid in the far zone« i.e., for 
distances k R1 ^ 1 . Hence, in the subsequent determination of the 
electrical 0 fields via (Equation A.I.6): 

B.U.U 

we retain from the grad division terms those idiich are inversely proportional 
to R and drop the higher order l/pn/ ^>1 contributions._ Employing spherical 
coordinates R, V*, <*£  and fT AJT ^ unit base vectors n, m, o one gets t 

• 
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■ ■■ 

(In general. In the unprlmed and the primed image system) 

I- 

B.U.Ur 

^[^m^H^g^i 
and furthert 

t   
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■ 

In consideration of the magnitude of these equations and resultant express- 
ions for the electrical fields, it becomes necessary to split the Herts- 
Vector functions into primary and secondary (reflected) terms as followst 

£"- T*'* lJ'",+ffK 

t i * 

B.U.6 

fokt 
B.lj.7 

• . 

«here the secondary terms Involve the primed variables cC     A 
Equations B.U.I to B.U*3* 

B.U.8 

in 

Farther« by inspection of the grad. dir« If 
B.U.5 one finds the following 1/Ä termst 

terms in Equation 
Lowing 1/lt termst 

For the primary fields t   

,. B.U.9 

and simiarly from 

Further: r 
^C:^/^ä^.... B.U.10 

• 



In the secondary Herta-Veotor functions (Equation B.U.2 for fi - /; 
and the second and third tezn of K/d>  in Equation B.U.3) one finds in 

injunction with Equation B.U.5 the following type contributions to the coi 
radiation field: 

Similar as before for the prlaary fields» 

from 

(c**c)-hw).[    J-zL i 

» P 
and ftrom * 

-/► B.U.12 

for<*>fi(c ^ 



and further in connection with the tern in Equation B.U.5 

one obtains a f/, contribution to the radiation field frc 

-Ms* '* 
* Bqx^tion B.l|.2, second tent 

■' « 

B.U.13 

B.4.1U 

^ ^-'4.-' 
I« v?r 

• (fy ''■•7 
and fully analogous from ///.  Equation B.U.3 the third tern 

^ Sm2/*^) 
B.U.16 

'   / +        J 
T Th« third* branch   cut, tern ir Equation B.li.l, i.ei       If 

of Equation B.I4.6 yields, f      no type contribution via     * 
Equation B.U.5. /Li 



Expressing the carthMlan unit base rectors T «nd k in respectively the 
prinary and image source centered spherical systeas by unpriasdjl £ et 
and £ri«ed R' ^   <■ coordinates and respective base vectors nj mj o and- 

-fsf'   •   SF.JR' 

£9 ff>roS/.S/h*'~jii.Jf*f+&&'r'/r0S*' 

Ar - & cast/- &. sm</ \ \ 

B.u.17 

B.u.17» 

one obtains the ^oUoNing equations for the prlaary (direct) and secondary 
(ground reflected) electrical fields Area the dipoles 1^ and N t 

K a. M 

O 

B.U.18 

"if! • atf f 

-t & * Cösif. rose/ 

■for AR ^i 



- 

.  - 
i 

V 

1.18 

- 

At' 
and fully analogous to Equation B.U.1B 

B.U.181 

1 

~m JU7f 

whereas: 

(•>?(*> 
*>**, 

o 
f«    J*fi't> I 

B.U.18» 

- 
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■ 

' 

Enuation 
Further from IfJ    of 1^ EquaUon B.U.2 and subsequent derivations, 
.ion B.h.5, B.U.Tj B.4.11 and B.h.15 follows: ? f 

0 

~$'X/*oS' 
farA0R'*l 

follows in this case a 1/R type contribution to the 
electrical radiation field, which is given by ' 

and frum the branch cut term of 



fa <*> 0^ 

i/Z 

HJCOSVMJ 
'{OSf- —1, 

I ^    jAR'mfuf~J;J 
Alt 

f+p[-Coffct-%tk /]■ cos *< 

o 

-FUMSMV+'J-^'J 

B.U.I^I 

■fcr&fci 
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' 

:.*"* 

eleotrloiil fields from M   one gets the primary ami 
from N   with Equation B.U.3 fnd the subsequent liquaMoiu' 

B.h.8, B.U.10, B.U.12, and B.U.16 resultant from Equation B,U.5 and B.U-I?1 

Similar to thes« 
secondary fielas 

£$. &f*J'J'*-!1' 
l+W 

B.U.20 

vt^l-i^ifc.A/ */M*r ~£J 

B.lf.201 

-V'-^rntt' 

and 
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rH-A'^e 
■foro(>,otc 

vM f -fl 

2 

B.U.20" 

'*r>''[c<fifoC'-%,) +l].wo(' 

0 

-r{is;*2fcf- %.)+1 ls/M \ J 
forJ.X** 

The complete solution for the polarization modulated electrical 
radiation field in the air half space above ground is obtained by super- 
position of the above primary and secondary field solutions (Equations 

B.U.18 to B.U.ZO'). 
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'1 
BJ 

'-FolMoJ. 
ioiot 

'    tMx 
+M ***    (*>  **    (tf** * 

■ 

The electric field equations B.U.I8 to B.U.21 are valid for the 
dielectric ground regime (i.e.,       f "> fj* ••*• ^^ ^^ ~ range). 
Of particular interest are these specializations of Equations B.U.I8 to 
B.U.21 which conform to the practical conditions of the experimental 
system.    These specialisations are the topics of the subsequent sections. 

B.5    REGULAR POLARIZATION MODULATION CASE — INFLUENCE OF GROUND ON 
POLARIZATION MODULATED VHF RADIO SIGNAL TRANSMISSIONS. 

Consider the geometrical specialization described by Figure 6.^.1 and 
referred to as theoretical model« where transmitter and receiver antennas 
are at equal heights "h" above ground (z - 0)« such that 

o/-J j   } K=A = RsinoS'*s* 

. r /-/;   ^->fV^*" 

B.5.1 

B.5.1 

^The local reflecting area labelled parkway in Figure B.5.1 refers to the 
Red Bank, N.J. No. 109 exit-entrance section of the Garden State Parkway 
which touches the ground projection of the line of sight. Fort Monmouth to 
Middletown (Telegraph Hill Park) transmission path of the experimental 
system. 
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Air: ?>o^ J^^» 
2 

/4) -Ä ^ 
i 

V* .V 

'   3' '\ IMAGE 
6tCUHä ?< 0       I 

Figure B. 5.1. Geometrical Specialization 

By the above specialization of the geometrical parameters, the following 
relations become valid: 

B.5.2 

3.5.2' 

/f fm $' frnti'+K- COS*'* £,/$'£ * *'/4j 
B.5.21 

& '*$. tos*'- *'&*'* £ fax „fyj 
further, from Equation B.3.15 

and " J 
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1-J 
In practice where 

the following approxliBatioo« becoo» appiiotbler *  * * — 

B.5.6 
R 

and the eecondary (reflöCted) wave tenne assume then the following 
approximate representations: 

92 
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^ 

and in coujunction with Equation B.5.7 one gets for Equation B.11.20' 

• 20-       * ^ ' h 2*'**% 
/>-»/; % 

The primed (image) base vector - sine and cos 0^ products approach 

B.5.11 

and A ~ /* '^        •   8.$.12« 

and the products: (Equation B.1^20') 

fifcos'U'-i)]^^ 

$** 

2Ji  ./ 

B.5.13 

P    2    ' 
and 

.S'i^^%) AM'** ~ N M 
B.5.13' 
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1 
Farther taking note of the Teniehlng of all tenu Igrdl-Ylng eoe i,.- // / for 
/^k   i.e., in particular ▼washing of  '#?^   "d  ?^- 

(Equations B.U.I9 end B.U.I9'), one gets the following approodnate oontribu- 
tions to the total electrical field at the receiver location x • 0; y - R| 
t - h (Figure B.5.1) for k^l &  1j k0h ?  0. 

(1) Fran Equations B.U.18 end B.U.161 with the specialiiaUons 
5.2 md related approxlnations of B^uations B.$.8 end B.5.9t 

\ ■ /        AA van   rw^w WAwpa»   «#»af e * v   —M   a/etf • 

Equation B.5.2 «id related appraadaations ,_ -„-^  
.3i—_. 

** ift        /Ve    '   >    C . 

fr**i 



(3) fron Equation 8.4.20* and with the apeelalisatiana and related 
ipproxlnations Equations B.5.2, B,S.2n

t  B.5>3 and B.5.5, B.5.9, B.5.10, 
B.5.12 and B.5.121 

7sM*r ~§] 

'-* 

3.5.15' 

and similarly fron Equation B.U.20", in conjunction with the appraad«ationa 
Equations B.5.U, B.5.11 and B.5.13t 

*<fm 
Ay 3.5.15" 

A-* /;>/ ^ /; 
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.Super position of th~ ti§J_~ Equations B.5.14 to ;8.5.15" and neglecting t~rms 
~nvolving 1 l~v yields the 'fjatal electric field in the carthesj..an vecta~~ 
components o:r-Figure B. 5.1 at the receiver loc§Lti&n x = 0, R "" y, z .. h for 
0 < h <<. y and k0y ... ~ 1 • ~ ~~ : · 

In the subsequent Eauation B.5.16 for this field E (0; y; h), ~he~ 
upper (-) signs and the 1 wer ( +) signs refer to respectively zero and 
infinite (i.e., bumpeP to bumper) automobile traffic density in the Red 
Bank, N. J. area of the Garden State Parkway, about halfway between tqe . 
Fort Monmouth~ Middletown terminal stations. This reflecting Red -~k 
section 0f the Garden State parkway (No. 109 exit and entrance) bulges · · 
towards north from an essentially northwest course, s~ch that it touches 
there the ground Pfojec~d· ~rect signal tran~JQission path (Figure B.$.1), 

The effects from the automobile traffic de~sity ~~lated local ground 
reflectivity and cqrr~sponding sign&! distortions ehow up in the ;!j and k 
components of the SPI-ge w,.vo, Part of E (0; y; h) (Eq~t:i,on B-5.16, next 
page): 

For zero traffic ~ens!ty ~ ~ve the terms: 

whereas for infinite ~~er to bumper trarfic q~~tty 

.. 
and then constructive int.erference 

• • , , 
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C. SCATTER OF POLARIZATION MODUIATED RADIO WAVES FROM METAL STRIP SHAPED 
BOIXCBS 

C.l Application of Babinets Principle. 

The mathematical discussion of the scatter problem ie based on 
Babinets Principle. Whereby a narrow slow in au infinite large metal 
screen, and a thin long metal conductor are complementary vith regard 
to diffraction of the incident EM wave field and the scattered, i.e., the 
transmitted and the reflected wave fields. The ccrresponding situation is 
illustrated below in Fipcure Cl.l. ■—   

Region 1 

reflected field 

norryfo/    Region II 

n transmitted field 

ft*), p I*) 

,> -£(*) H (X) 
Inoldentprlmary  ^ 
fUl* pi)   JjU) 

Fig.0,1.1 Pleli   teetor   Idtatlon 

Reflected and transmitted fields form the scatter field IT
8
' and ff(s).    The 

total field in regions I and II is written as: 

1= £/J+ Bfs) 
0.1.1 

where s = r in region I and s = t in region II. Point locations Px(r") and 
P(r) in region I and II respectively are referred to a common arbitrary 
origin. Distances from points I* and P are taken large compared with the 
wave length, such that Frauenhof er type diffraction is observed at these 
points. 
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The symmetry conditions Imposed by the screen of infinite large 
electrical conductivity and the resultant boundary conditions yield for 
the electrical fields: 

C.1.2 

Further, antisymmetry conditions with regard\to the surface current density 
J    as inducated by the Incident field H^ ' in conjunction with the bound- 

ary conditions for IT11' and ff* ' gives tht following relations for the 
magnetic fields: 

1 = J+ WtPf'^O 
C.l.k 

and thus, 

fi*pfiij*-flxH"'}*+»*&'*'  ° .1.5 
Equations C.l.k and C.1.5 specify the scattered fields in terms of the 

surface current - secondary source on the screen surfaces. Consequently, 
at the mirror image points in regions I and II (relative to the screen) the 
following relations remain valid as they exist on the screen. 

-   rM .r- . F/*l 

rtx H^ M '-Pix HfA,N 

C.1.6 

0.1.6' 

C.l.T 

C.1.7f 

C.2 Field Representation ID Terras Vector Potential Function A and as a 
Green Integral over 3       and ^/  for Complementary Diffraction 
Svstems 
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Employing the following relation between the^ Herta-Vector function 
Rr^uatLon A. 1.5 and the vector potential function A, 

so that 

C.2.1 

C.2.2 

one gets 

Sou*» /A'*rl 

where y«^ A/ J / ('"    '**' 
a 

shall correspond to a sinusoiially vsurying source current density 

Let the source voliuae shrink to thin sheet Jthick, such that 

C.2.3 

C.2.4 

-^ 

+#1 C.2.5 

remains finite as a surface current density (Amp/m). Then Equation C.2.3 
reduces to a surface integral: 

%; • £ 
f'-jM-Ä,/ 

c.2.6 

S /X~*x/ 
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Here are   /^  the field point and  /t  the current source point 

and 

C.2.7 6K;*s).ei ,JL1_ 

the Qreens function Kernel via the vector-potential A of Equation C.2.6 and 
Equation C.2.2 one gets in our case 

77^ ^ H f". cut I    7 ■ GfAj*,). c/af C.2.8 

where 

element of the screen, and 

c/af 
i8 a surface 

function involving point locations    A  in region II and  /tj 

on the screen.   Substituting for   7  from Equation C.1.5> yields 

Hw 

where the integral is taken over current carrying part of the screen 
''i.e., exclusive the slot). 

tot 



« 

Ü 

Application of Babinet's principle to Equation C.2.9 (i.e., transition 
to the complementary metal strip instead of the slot in the metal screen) 
involves interchange of H and E with E" and H' respectively for the comple- 
mentary metal strip diffraction system. 

H' C.2.10 

E*U ,;,&'.*&>■<■ P""J 
reenj 

C.2.10' 

where the positive sign is chosen for the out going secondary radiation from 
the metal scatter strip. Thus on the basis of this correspondence« the 
incident field for the complementary system Involves the change frcn 

uU> H _ /*;' c.k.11 

Consequently, Equation C.2.9 becomes for the complementary diffraction 
system (thin metal strip)t 

ah) = + 

The cross product term in the integrand of Equation 0.2.12 can be considered 
as a ficitious roangetic surface current density 7' (in volt/m). Analogous 
to the original slot screen diffraction system, this fictitious secondary 
magnetic surface currant density   is then induced by the primary incident 
electrical field %S '  , and approximately given by 

;'. e'x 1'%,) c.2.13 

The resultant forward scatter field from the strip corresponding to the 
field in region II, of the complementary slot system. Figure C.1.1, 
becomes therefore 
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2^.   /   »    ff^l mi*1*'**, 
I 

C.2.1I1 

■ 

ÄM-Afl 

^mm^i^-i^jK 
In this format, tho problem Is recognized as the determination of the surface 
Integral for a flcltlous magnetic surface source current distribution equal 
to that of the tangential component of the Incident electrical field. The 
back scatter field (i.e. the reflected field E"1)1 in region I) Is found by 
symmetry considerations In conjunction with the original slot screen 
diffraction system. 

Referring to Equations C.I .6 to C.I .7* and the transition Equations 
C.2.10 and C.2.101 the following relations are valid at the image points 
r* of region I relative to r in region II for the complementary strip 
üffraction system 1 

?M',~ 
c.2.15 

and vice versa 

C.2.16 
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In this format the problem is recognized as the determination of the  - ' 
surface source current distribution equal to that of the tangential componwrt 
of the incident electrical. 

C.3 SIDE SCATTER OF POLARIZATION MODUIATED RADIO WAYS SIGNAJß FROM STRIP . 
SHAPED CONDUCTORS 

(a) Statement of the problem: 

• 

. 

A thin strip shaped conductor of length 1 sid width b (l -^ b) is 
located to the side of and in the plane of the crossed dlpole transmitter- 
antenna A. The distance Ps    between this scatter strip and the antenna ip 
large, such that the incident primary field at S corresponds to the antennas 
radiation field. Simiarly the observer's location shall be in t^e ya<Uftt4Pn 
field regions of both, the direct and the scatter waves from the transmitter 
and the scatter strip respectively. Ulis situation is illustrated below IR 
Figure C.3.1. 

Observer-* 

2*- 

Plgure C.3.1.    Oeometry of the Scatter Problem 

For jXjf} T* where     /^ is the approximate distance of transition from 
Fresnel type to Prauerihcrfer type diffraction.    Hie effects on the antenna 
of scatter strip produced secondary field Interacti--ns can be neglected, 
and the field at the observer-receiver location P   obtained by super 
position of the direct(primary) and the scatter field from respectively 
the crossed dlpole transmitter antenna and the scatter strip. 

(b)    Formulation-Solution of the Problem for Regular Polarisation 
Modulation 

_(l)Applying Equation A.3'5 for the formulation of the radiation 
field E      incident on the scatter strip (Figure C.3.1) the following 
specltUlsatione must be introduced 
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Dropping the near field terms in Equation A.3.5, the tangentially 
Incident field on S becomes: 

C.3-1 

C.3.2 

where from Figure C.3.1: 

J?>- C.3-3 

,(1) Considering Equation C.3»2 as the real part of a complex function, E ' in 
complex notation is expressed by: 

f* **   tftAfs 0.3,4 'o.z.k 

4 {* s In this complex format, E/."' serves in accordance with Equation C.2.13 as 
source of the fictitious magnetic surface current density and the resultant 
scatter field. 

For the in practice most important case of signal reception at points 
P0 close to the z axes (Figure C.3«l) and interference from scatter racliatJ.on 

tp5 



emanating from S. the folloirtng «pproatlmate relations "between the 
coordinates /> J^ /^ 
of S are applicable (See Figure C. 

^Poand^;/^^;^ 

I.e.   . 

C.3.9 

vhlch gives 

A %' fi1;^-^'"^^! ""' 

■ 

• 

t06 



1 

where 

2        *      * .Ms 
c.s-r 

the unit vector in the +y direction of the and j 

^1 i. I -x# y» « carthesian tyateB. 

For the practical conditions 

and *«x O^L one get* apprcotinately: 

and with        ^.    zfotcto* ¥*/*}&  i 

i i 

c.3. i 

C.3. *♦ 

to? 



. 

0 

Region X : x  <. xß 

Region II:    x   < x 
8 

 "> >> 

Flfur« 0.3-2-  Scatter Prnble« (Oeonetry) 

Introduction of the approximation Equation C.3-6 into the Green's function 
Equation C.2.7 gives: 

<Jfflfi,fif/* £*€ ' -     j c.3.re 

and Equation 0.2.1-* yields then the scatter field with: 

fr-'/z C.3. 10 

JlM-**-*"1f$-4f"0}<*i> 
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and , 
C. 3 .10 

Substitution of Equation C.3 .101'reduces Equation C.3.8)'to approximately: 

The integral express:i vn in Equation C. 3 . 11 involves: 

~: -~-t.· - C.3.ll' 

l = ~-/), ;:,iCY./ro.r'lf.·<'OfjfHI;,/f.•fl,hjj] • 
o j a 1-r = 

f . 
~ =-£; ( neJ../;6/t' rei (0 1) 

= c/t.P , e IJ ~ 

'!J=-4 = efiactn~ _2.fin4i·J;'n'/f>) 
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and where we set: 
■ 

■ 

0.3.11" 

q. 
In terms of the integral-solution SQ 

Equation C.3>11: 

ir»j i&cp 0.3.12 

Reintroduction of carthesian coordinates 

■ 

Y»s r'frtosfr i   ^'ftsikfl       „.3.«. 
yields then: 
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The formation of the curl: 

*2. 

7rx . 
involves the operation: 

f. j /    fcfiH\ 

/>f/M/-"/ ^ 
and requires the following differentials 

C.3.I1* 

h [e W"">J. Mc 
:4*-(ti,!*r) 

where C.3'1^ 

(fi,;<,)s ir*<*£f*;*f,**t
ih& 

2{ :   I-   JtS-J.    (t,.*) 
and 

0.3.lU" 

and similarly 

further 

C.3.1V 

C.3.15 

h^V^-U*,^/*] 
tit 



Collection of the respective differentials ,equs .C .3 .14 to .15 
in conjunction with equation c.3.13 gives the following field equations 
f or [ f.t.l' in region II, x :>xs 
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/tynie reflected field in region I, x<r x Figure C.3.2 follows from 
E   by application of Equation C.2.15, where in our case the normal 
and tangential field components relative to the scatter strip surface 
correspond to the x and the y, z components respectively. 

Further, since of interest are here the fields primary and scattered 
on or close to the z-axes (Figure C.3.1 and F gure C.3.2) where: 

we let 

c.3.17 

'     £. C.3.18 

«uad via De L'Hospital's rule 

Introduction of these approximations into Equations 0.3.17 and 
0.3.1*5 respectively, gives the following equations for toe scatter 
field components on and close to the z-axes: 



■ 

i^hwmt- i 
i*. *.hk) rro     Mir 

■fhi'h%J-e**""'T". 

•e. 
fttrtlMr,la practiet   vhtrt * 

ca.»' 

th* te'sk scatter fi«ld oa or CIOM to tht ••«»• ( ng.C.3.1) 
approach*« : 

t14 



r^/r, 
// 

/ 

i(>* z)W 

0.3.20' 

e 
jfafa+xj-vot-yu 
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